CYCLING MAP AND BICYCLE SERVICE
AROUND ICELAND - SUMMER 2014

Services in The Westfjords:
Vesturferðir

Tel. 456 5111
Aðalstræti 7, Ísafjörður
westtours@westtours.is
www.westtours.is
Bicycle rental and travel agency

Services in East Iceland:
Þór Þorfinnsson

Tel. 892 3535
Hallormsstaður, 14 km south of Egilsstaðir
thor@skogur.is
www.skogur.is
Bicycle repair enthusiast in emergency

Services in North Iceland:

Craftsport

Vélaverkstæði Hjartar Eiríkssonar

Kári Árnason

Vilhjálmur Vernharðsson

Hike and Bike

Tel. 451 2514
Búlandi 1, Hvammstangi
vhe@simnet.is
Bicycle repair enthusiast

Tel. 456 3110
Austurvegi 2, Ísafjörður
craftsport@craft.is
www.craft.is
Bicycle shop and repair

Tel. 471 1858
Fjalladýrð í Möðrudal,70 km East from Mývatn
fjalladyrd@fjalladyrd.is
www.fjalladyrd.is
Bicycle repair enthusiast in emergency

Westfjords Adventures

Tel. 456 5006
Aðalstræti 62, Patreksfjörður
info@westfjordsadventures.com
www.westfjordsadventures.com
Bicycle rental and guided tours

Tel. 863 6419
Víðihlíð 23, Sauðárkrókur
kariogmagga@simnet.is
Bicycle repair enthusiast
Tel. 899 4845
Reykjahlíð, Mývatn
info@hikeandbike.is
www.hikeandbike.is
Bicycle rental and guided tours

Viðar Eiríksson

Bílar og vélar ehf vélsmiðja

Ferðaþjónustan Bjargi - Mývatn
Guesthouse Draflastöðum - Akureyri
Skíðaþjónustan - Akureyri
Sportver - Akureyri
Vitality Iceland - Akureyri

Guesthouse Grái hundurinn - Egilsstaðir
Íslensku Alparnir - Egilsstaðir
Verslunin Skógar - Egilsstaðir
Iceland-Tour - Seyðisfjörður
Stálstjörnur - Seyðisfjörður
Hotel Bjarg - Fáskrúðsfjörður

Tel. 473 1333
Hafnarbyggð 14a - Vopnafjörður
bilvelar@simnet.is
Bicycle repair enthusiast

Tel. 864 1574
Túngötu 18, Húsavík
raudholl18@gmail.com
Bicycle repair enthusiast

Hjólaviðgerðir Simba - Ísafjörður
Borea - Ísafjörður
Simbahöllin - Þingeyri
Véla og bílaþjónusta Kristjáns - Þingeyri

Services in West Iceland:
Reiðhjólaverkstæði Axels

Tel. 431 1531
Merkigerði 2, Akranesi
axelg@simnet.is
www.axelsbud.com
Bicycle repair and recondition

Guðmundur B. Kjartansson

Tel. 867 9984
Garðaflöt 4, Stykkishólmur
gbragi@simnet.is
Bicycle repair enthusiast

Krakkar og hjól

Tel. 445 5200
Skagabraut 17, Akranesi
krakkaroghjol@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/Krakkar-og-Hjól
Bicycle shop and repair

Services in Reykjavík and The Capital Area:
Reykjavik Bike Tours
and Bicycle Rental

Tel. 694 8956
Ægisgarður 7, (Old Harbour) Reykjavík
bike@icelandbike.com
www.reykjavikbiketours.is
Bike rental and bike tours
Bike Company

Tel. 590 8550
Bankastræti 2, Reykjavík
info@bikecompany.is
www.bikecompany.is
Bike rental, touring service and bike tours
Kría Hjól

Tel. 534 9164
Grandagarður 7, Reykjavík
info@kriacycles.com
www.kriacycles.com
Bicycle shop and repair
Rafmagnshjól

Tel. 534 6600
Fiskislóð 45, Reykjavík
e-bike@e-bike.is
www.e-bike.is
E-bikes for sale and rent
Reiðhjólaverslunin Berlin

Tel. 695 2893
Snorrabraut 56a, Reykjavík
info@reidhjolaverslunin.is
www.reidhjolaverslunin.is
Bicycle shop and accessories
Go West

Tel. 695 9995
Kambsvegur 35, 104 Reykjavík
gowest@gowest.is
www.gowest.is
Guided bike tours
Hjólafærni á Íslandi

Tel. 864 2776
Laugarnesvegur 57, Reykjavík
hjolafaerni@hjolafaerni.is
www.hjolafaerni.is
Educational center for comuting biking
TRI

Tel. 571 8111
Suðurlandsbraut 32, Reykjavík
info@tri.is
www.tri.is
Bicycle shop and repair
Adrenalin.is - Reykjavik
Borgarhjól - Reykjavík
G.Á.P. Hjólabúðin - Reykjavík
Icebike Adventures - Mosfellsbær
Iceland Travel - Reykjavík
JS Ljósasmiðjan - Kópavogur
Markið - Reykjavík
Reiðhjólaviðgerðir Eiríks - Reykjavík
Reykjavík Downtown Hostel
Sway - Reykjavík

Everest

Tel. 533 4450
Skeifan 6, Reykjavík
everest@everest.is
www.everest.is
Bicycle shop and repair
Örninn

Tel. 588 9890
Faxafen 8, Reykjavík
orninn@orninn.is
www.orninn.is
Bicycle shop and repair
Icelandic Mountain Guides

Tel. 587 9999
Stórhöfði 33, Reykjavík
mountainguides@mountainguides.is
www.fjallaleidsogumenn.is
Guided bicycle tours
Hjólið

Tel. 561 0304
Smiðjuvegur 9, Kópavogur
hjolid@simnet.is
www.hjolid.123.is
Bicycle shop and repair
Hvellur

Tel. 577 6400
Smiðjuvegur 30, Kópavogur
hvellur@hvellur.com
www.hvellur.is
Bicycle shop and repair
Hjólaspítalinn

Tel. 892 2752
Auðbrekka 4, Kópavogur
hannes@talnet.is
www.hjolaspitali.is
Bicycle repair shop
Hjólasprettur

Tel. 565 2292
Dalshraun 13, Hafnarfjörður
hjolasprettur@hjolasprettur.is
www.hjolasprettur.is
Bicycle shop and repair
Reykjavík Campsite

Tel. 568 6944
Sundlaugarvegur 32, Reykjavík
info@reykjavikcampsite.is
www.reykjavikcampsite.is
Bicycle rental

*This map does not describe road quality. It varies greatly by weather and other
factors. There is no guarantee that roads / tracks with heavy traffic are easier to bike
than those where few cars drive. Steep slopes may be expected even if they are not
shown on the map. Travelling in the highlands can be dangerous.

Services in South Iceland:
Iceland Activities

Tel. 777 6263
Mánamörk 3-5, Hveragerði
info@icelandactivities.is
www.icelandactivities.is
Bike tours and bike rental

**There may be more fords than are shown on the map. The symbols and classification
only indicate where the most water crossings is to be expected. Drought, rain, melting
and thawing of snow, make the mapping of fords very inaccurate.
Car traffic numbers are summertime statistics.

Stefán Viðar Sigtryggsson

Services in Reykjanes:
Anna and Sólveig Bicycle tours - Grindavík
ATV Adventure - Grindavík
Útisport – Reykjanesbær

Tel. 663 8484
Fiskhóll 9, Höfn
stefan@hlauparinn.is
Bicycle repair enthusiast

BjarmaBerg - Höfn
Glacier Guides - Öræfi
Hjólabær - Selfoss
Jötunn vélar - Selfoss
South Iceland Adventure - Hvolsvöllur

Services in The Interior Highlands
Kerlingarfjöll Mountain Resort

Tel. 664 7878
Kerlingarfjöll, mountain area in the highland
info@kerlingarfjoll.is
www.kerlingarfjoll.is
Bicycle repair

This is an overview map which does not provide exhaustive information. Before
setting off, one needs to gather information about the road conditions as well
as accomodation and other services in the area to be travelled. It is particularly
important to be well informed when planning to travel in the highlands.

Kortagrunnur frá Landmælingum Íslands
Kortavinnsla og hönnun: © Ómar Smári Kristinsson og Nína Ivanova, 2014

•You can get on or off the bus anywhere the main road meets smaller roads on the route in rural
areas. Just be sure to make clear if you want the bus to stop. In the Capital area and other areas
with local buses, they only stop at marked stops.
•For routes 79, 83, 84 and 85, please consult the service centre at tel. 540 2700.
•In rural areas, bikes are put in the luggage compartments of the buses or on bike racks. The
number of bikes that can be allowed on any given bus can not be guaranteed, but bikes are
usually allowed as long as there is room for them.
•For all rural buses, you can buy tickets on the bus with cash or credit cards. When you pay for a
single fare in local Strætó in Reykjavik, you must have the exact amount, as there is no change.
•Most domestic ferries do charge for the transport of bicycles.

Ægisgarður 7 - Old Harbour

Day Bike Tours
Segway Tours
Private Tours

www.reykjavikbiketours.is

Cycling in Iceland
If you are planning an adventurous cycling trip, Iceland is unique in many ways. It is safe to travel
here if you are properly prepared, and you will find Icelanders both helpful and friendly. You can
plan your own trip but there are also a few companies that specialize in guided bike tours.

The weather
Iceland’s cool, oceanic climate is quite mild for its latitude, thanks to the Gulf Stream. The summers
are short, and the best time to visit is late May to early September. The average daytime temperature
around the coast during May to September is 10-12°C (50-55°F). Average daily sunshine in July and
August is 5-6 hours, and during the summer months the nights are bright: on clear days you have
24 hours of daylight and even the midnight sun near the Arctic Circle.

Useful Links & Info for Cyclists
Weather in Iceland

www.en.vedur.is
www.belgingur.is/locales/en
www.yr.no

Service stations offering
food, WC and air pumping
These are found in every town.
www.n1.is
www.olis.is
www.skeljungur.is

Shop chains with seasonal
bike equipment
www.hagkaup.is
www.byko.is
www.husa.is
www.ellingsen.is

Swimming Pools

www.swimminginiceland.com

Travelling in Iceland

www.safetravel.is
www.planiceland.com
www.visiticeland.com
www.visitreykjavik.is
www.travelnet.is
www.nat.is
www.samferda.is - Carpooling in Iceland

Free maps of Iceland
www.lmi.is/en

Accommodation
www.hostel.is
www.farmholidays.is

Roads and road conditions
www.vegagerdin.is/english

Camping Grounds
www.tjalda.is/en

EMERGENCY NUMBER 112
• The Icelandic Mountain Bike Club • Ulf Hoffman
Useful info in English for cyclists:
has cycled around Iceland for many
www.fjallahjolaklubburinn.is
years. Web in German and English
www.bikingiceland.com
• The Biking Book of Iceland
Trails you can find in the
• Michiel Erens
Westfjords. www.vestfirska.is
has cycled around Iceland since 1998
www.members.ziggo.nl/erens/
• Mirjam Wouters - blog
icecycle.htm
http://cyclingdutchgirl.com
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However, the weather is extremely changeable and unpredictable so you should always be
prepared for the unexpected. You can encounter strong sudden winds and even snow in the middle
of summer. Even if you stick to the main road, you should always follow the weather forecast
and in all cases carry warm clothing with you. Try to keep your plans flexible so you can go with
the wind instead of struggling against it. If you must go against the wind, you might consider
cycling in the late evening and in the night (in June and July) as the wind often calms down in the
evening. Benefits of this also include far less motor traffic on the busier roads and the wonders of
experiencing sunset and sunrise, but of course less access to shops and services.
You can get the weather forecast by telephone: 902 0600 or just by asking the locals. Icelanders
follow the weather forecast almost religiously. At altitudes in the interior highlands the
temperatures are of course lower. Check the weather forecast at the Icelandic Meteorological Office
http://en.vedur.is or http://en.vedur.is/m for mobile phones.

The roads
A rather large portion of Iceland’s road system is made up of gravel roads, especially those with less
traffic. The main highway around Iceland, Route 1, circles the country in around 1400 kilometres.

Once you get away from the South-West, the traffic becomes less but it is still fast and the roads get
narrower, especially once you get off Route 1. On the gravel roads you may encounter long stretches
with potholes, “washboards” or loose sand but far less traffic.
Cyclists are allowed in all tunnels except the one under Hvalfjörður north of Reykjavík.

The interior highlands
The mountain roads across the interior highlands are usually closed until late May or even as late as
July, depending on the road and the weather conditions in spring.
The Road Administration has information on mountain roads and when they open in the summers
at www.vegagerdin.is/english
The highland roads are all rough gravel/dirt roads of various qualities from packed mud to
washboards, loose gravel and even sand which may be impossible to cycle when it has been dry
for some period. Many rivers must be crossed at fords and can become dangerous in or after rain,
and in the case of glacial rivers, in warm periods. You may therefore have to wait until late night or
early morning to cross some glacial rivers during the summer. Mountain bikes with fat studded tires
for good tracking and comfort and low gear ratios to help climbing steep hills are recommended.
Please remember that in the highlands the nearest lodging can be far away. The highlands are
generally devoid of shops and any services. Terrible storms may rage. Large areas have no mobile
telephone coverage and some tracks are very lonely.

Open all year

|

Call / text: 00 (354) 694 8956

CYCLING ICELAND

Rent-A-Bike
City Bike Tours

Summer 2014

•Cyclists bringing their bikes on flights to Iceland need to pack them in suitable boxes.
•At Keflavik airport there are no facilities for assembling or disassembling bikes.
• Reykjavik City Hostel offers facilities to assemble and disassemble bikes and will store transport
bike boxes. This is also the location of the Reykjavik camping area. The bus takes you between
the airport and the Hostel. At Keflavik airport, Bilahotel offers storage of transport boxes.
Some fees may apply.
•In most domestic airports you will find some space to work on your bike. Just be considerate
and don‘t take up too much space.
•For getting out of Reykjavik, public transport to a town outside the city (e.g. Akranes, Borgarnes

or Hveragerði) is a good option. It is cheap and there can be two bikes on each bus if space
permits. Transport of bikes in the buses of Strætó bs. is free of charge.
•By starting the trip from Reykjavik on the bus the cyclist avoids the hectic and traffic-loaded
roads leading to and from the city. By taking the bus to Akranes or Borganes, one bypasses
the only tunnel in Iceland that is not passable by bike: the Hvalfjörður tunnel. Leaving the bus
in Kjalarnes on the way to the West and cycling the Hvalfjörður fjord is especially pleasant,
though. The fjord enjoys fantastic nature and sparse car traffic.
•In Iceland public transport buses are operated by several companies. The map reflects which
company operates which routes. The operators have homepages showing the seasonal
schedules, prices and other useful info. Apart from Strætó, most collect fees for the transport of
bicycles. It is advisable to check beforehand the conditions of the operator you plan to travel with.

www.hjolafaerni.is

Practical hints for Cyclists using Public Transport

PUBLIC
TRANSPORT
IN ICELAND

The map overleaf only shows the amount of traffic and where loose sand can be expected. It shows
only the major fords. Please read the legend to the map carefully. Those who plan to travel in the
interior highlands, must acquire further information, not covered by this map.

Accommodation
The Cycling Map shows urban areas in Iceland where camping or indoor accommodation is
available. In the rural areas camping and other accommodation are only marked if they are 20 km
or further away from urban places.
Huts in the highlands may (quite likely) be full and need to be booked well in advance.
In general travellers are allowed to put up their tents everywhere except on cultivated land, too
close to residential buildings and especially protected areas. It is a common courtesy to ask farmers
for permission before camping on their land.

Food and drink
Food can be purchased only in towns and some other highway locations. You will therefore have
to take food for several days when you are crossing the highlands. As Iceland is sparsely populated
there may be 100 to 200 km between shops even on the Ring Road between Mývatn and Egilsstaðir
and Höfn and Skaftafell.
Water can usually be accessed quite easily in the countryside from streams and rivers. However in
sand and lava areas water needs to be carried. Never take water from areas where farms or fields
are upriver. There you can visit the farms and get tap water. Water from glacial rivers should only
be drunk in emergency and preferably filtered. Usually 1 to 2 litres of water carrying capacity
is enough.
Based on information from The Icelandic Mountain Bike Club, visit their
website for further info: http://fjallahjolaklubburinn.is/english

Cycling events in Iceland
www.hjolamot.is
Our supporters:
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